
Z+jets/γ+jets
Crucial for searches based on MET because γ+jets is used to estimate Z→νν 
background  !
Results recently submitted by CMS: arXiv.1505.06250!
‣ measures both Z and γ differential pT distribution vs number of jets and 

calculate the ratio!
‣ many details and plots can be found in https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/

CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSMP14005!
For Z+jets events we select:!
‣ two same flavour opposite sign leptons with  pT> 20 GeV and  |η|< 2.4 and 71 < 

Mll < 111 and  pT(ll) > 40 GeV!
‣ Njet ≥ 1, jet selection: pT > 30 GeV and |η|<2.4, we remove jets within a radius of  

ΔR < 0.5 with respect to the axes of each lepton !
For γ+jets events we select:!
‣ a photon with pT> 100 GeV and |η|< 1.4!
‣ Njet ≥ 1, jet selection: pT > 30 GeV and |η|<2.4, we remove jets within a radius of  

ΔR < 0.5 with respect to the axis of the photon!
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Theory predictions
For Z+jets events we compare results to:!
‣ MadGraph5.1.3.30+Pythia6.4.26 (in orange)!
‣ Sherpa 1.4.2 (in blue) !
‣ BlackHat+Sherpa (in magenta) (using MSTW)!
‣ we apply NNLO k-factor to MadGraph and Sherpa!
‣ BlackHat/data ratio using the NNPDF2.3 set (dashed blue) and the CT10 PDF set (dashed 

brown) are also shown !

For γ+jets events we compare results to:!
‣ MadGraph5.1.3.30+Pythia6.4.26 (in orange)!
‣ BlackHat+Sherpa (in magenta) (using MSTW)!
‣ no k-factor is applied to MadGraph!
‣ BlackHat/data ratio using the NNPDF2.3 set (dashed blue) and the CT10 PDF set (dashed 

brown) are also shown !
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Z+jets/γ+jets results: Z and γ pT

!
‣ ME+PS does not correctly describe the pT of both bosons!
‣ BlackHat+Sherpa (top) flat at high boson pT but 10%-20% lower
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Z+jets/γ+jets results: Z and γ pT
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‣ ME+PS does not correctly describe the pT of both bosons!
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Z+jets/γ+jets results: Z and γ pT

!
‣ ratio Njet ≥ 1/Njet ≥ 2 is well described by MadGraph and BH !
‣ some discrepancy at low pT in Sherpa
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Z+jets/γ+jets
LO predictions for the ratio vs data off by 20% but flat!!
BH prediction (NLO for both processes) are also ~10% larger than data !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Scale uncertainty of NLO predictions!
‣ scale HT’ = HT + ET(Z,γ)!
‣ cancel in the ratio if considered fully correlated between the two processes!
‣ would clearly underestimate the theoretical uncertainty!
‣ largest relative scale uncertainty on each process used for the uncertainty on the ratio
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Z+jets/γ+jets
The ratio mc/data improves for events with many jets or larger HT !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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EWK corrections to Z+jets/γ+jets
Khün et al. JHEP0603:059,2006 !
EWK corrections are ~10% at √s = 14 TeV for up to 1 TeV !
‣ NNLO here means dominant 2-loop EWK "

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Somewhat smaller at 8 TeV but they could explain the difference!
‣ for √s = 2 TeV corrections are < 5% for up to 400 GeV pT)"
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Figure 7: Ratio of the transverse momentum distributions for the processes pp→γj
and pp→Zj at

√
s = 14 TeV: LO (solid), NLO(dashed) and NNLO (dot-dashed)

predictions.

In Fig. 7, we plot the ratio of the pT distributions of photons and Z bosons. The
latter is computed within the MS scheme using the same input parameters as in
Ref. [16]. Such ratio is expected to be less sensitive to theoretical errors than the
distributions themselves, since many uncertainties such as the scale at which αS is
calculated or the choice of PDFs cancel to a large extend in the ratio. Moreover, due
to a similar cancellation mechanism, the ratio should remain stable against QCD
corrections. From Fig. 7 we observe that the weak corrections modify the production
ratio considerably. The effect is the strongest at high pT. In this region, the LO
photon cross section is smaller than the cross section for Z boson production by
about 25%. The relatively large NLO corrections for Z production, as compared to
γ production, cause the full NLO production rates to become equal at the highest
pT considered here, i.e. pT ∼ 2 TeV. The two-loop corrections modify the ratio and
lead to a few percent decrease at high pT.

We perform a similar analysis for direct photon production at high transverse
momentum at the Tevatron. In Fig. 8 we show the transverse momentum distribu-
tion (Fig. 8a), the relative size of the corrections (Fig. 8b) and the quality of the
one-loop NLL and NNLL approximations (Fig. 8c). The effects of weak corrections
are generally much smaller for the case of the Tevatron than the LHC, with the NLO
corrections not exceeding −4% at the highest pT considered, i.e. at pT ∼ 400 GeV. In
Fig. 9 the relative size of the corrections to the integrated cross section is compared
with the statistical error expected for an integrated luminosity L = 11 fb−1 [24]. At
the energies of the Fermilab collider, the NLO weak correction is of the order of the
statistical error and we conclude it should be taken into account when considering
precision measurements. The two-loop terms turn out to be negligible. The ratio of
the pT distributions of photons and Z bosons is shown in Fig. 10. Since the weak
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